Abstract-Brain Computer Interface (BCI) can help patients of neuromuscular diseases restore parts of the movement and communication abilities that they have lost. Most of BCIs rely on mapping brain activities to device instructions, but limited number of brain activities decides the limited abilities of BCIs. To deal with the problem of limited ablility of BCI, this paper verified the feasibility of constructing BCI based on decoding imagined speech electroencephalography (EEG). As sentences decoded from EEG can have rich meanings, BCIs based on EEG decoding can achieve numerous control instructions. By combining a modified EEG feature extraction mehtod with connectionist temporal classification (CTC), this paper simulated decoding imagined speech EEG using synthetic EEG data without help of speech signal. The performance of decoding model over synthetic data to a certain extent demonstrated the feasibility of constructing BCI based on imagined speech brain signal.
I. INTRODUCTION
P ATIENTS with neuromuscular diseases lost parts of their communication and movement abilities. That's not convenient for their daily life. Specially, for amyotrophic lateral sclerosis patients who are in the locked-in state, they even will lose the ability of eye movement. The final thing the patients can control may just be their thoughts.
BCIs are such systems that do not rely on the peripheral neurous system and muscles, and can serve patients of neuromuscular diseases to restore communication or movement ability [1] . BCIs record brain activities and map them to device instructions, so a typical BCI include signal acquisition, signal feature extraction, signal classification and maybe feedback.
The most commonly used signal acquisition method is EEG which records brain activity on the scalp in the form of electrical signal. As EEG is in the form of multi-channel electrical signal, feature extraction methods for EEG can be divided to three classes, extracting temporal feature [2] , [3] , frequency features [4] , [5] and spatial features [6] , [7] , according to the signal attributes they care about. Most of the extraction methods focus on only one attribute and care little about the other two.
Current BCIs mostly rely on recording several classes of brain activities like motor imagery (MI) and steady state visual evoked potential (SSVEP), then map them to specific instructions . For example, BCI based on motor imgery may work through mapping left hand motor imagery to car moving forward and mapping right hand motor imagery to car moving backward. The number of brain acitivities is countable. Though applications of BCI like controling car or controlling UAV can be diverse, ability of each application is limited.
Variable-length sentences can have rich meanings. If we can decode the sentence from imgined speech EEG signal, incorporating natural language processing will result in BCIs with flexible functions. [8] focused on the task of imagined vowel classification. [9] focused on classfying imagined syllables with different rhythms. [10] researched on word pair classification during imagined speech. The above studies didn't consider the sentence-level imagined speech decoding. [11] decoded sentences from electorcorticography (ECoG) during speaking, but needed the recorded sound signal to help split ECoG signal and label each ECoG segment what phones they correspond to.
The above researches are all about imagined speech decoding task, but constructing BCIs needs decoding sentences from brain signal without sound information. In this paper we modified an EEG feature extraction method [12] and based on it we introduced recurrent neural network (RNN) to capture the temporal features of EEG signal. Then we combined the feature extraction structure with CTC to avoid reliance on sound signals. To verify the feasibility of decoding EEG signal without sound signal, we applied the decoding model on synthetic imagined speech EEG signal. The decoding performance on synthetic data demostrated ability of the model decoding imagined speech EEG signal without sound information and the feasibility of constructing BCIs based on imagined speech directly.
II. METHODS
In this paper, we modified a convolutional neural network (CNN) which extracts spatial and frequency features of EEG signal [12] . We introduced RNN above it to further extract temporal features and deal with the temporal nonstationarity of EEG. The modified EEG feature extraction method can extract temporal, frequency as well as spatial features and output a feature sequence.
As we mentioned before, [11] needed the recorded sound information to help split brain signal and assign each brain signal segment the corresponding phone. Using the labelled brain signal segment, [11] then trained a model to classify new brain signal segments. To construct BCI based on imagined speech, no sound information is offered any more. Inspired by the work of [13] and [14] , we combined the modified feature extracture structure with CTC to avoid the reliance on sound signal. The whole structure of the decoding method is shown in Fig.1 . Maxpool(2,5)
A. subpart:EEGnet
The CNN part of the decoding model is based on [12] which proposed a compact CNN structure for EEG feature extraction called EEGnet. The EEGnet include three convolution layers.
The first layer carries out 1-dimensional convolution to fuse the channels in original data and reduce redundancy of spatial information. The fusion of channels avoid the reliance on electrodes' spatial locations. The second layer firstly reshape the output of first layer from multi-channel temporal signal to a one-layer picture, then carries out 2-dimensional convolution on the one-layer picture with convolutional kernels whose temporal dimension is much longer than the spatial dimensiion. As temporal convolution can be considered as band filtering in the frequency domain, the second convolution layer extracts frequency features of signal. The third layer carries out 2-dimensional convolution on the multi-layer output of the second layer with convolutional kernels whose spatial dimension is longer, so the third layer extracts the spatial features of signal. Table I gives out the description of the EEGnet. In the table we describe the EEGnet with assumption that EEG signal segment has the shape of 118 channels and 50 time samples.
B. subpart:RNN
In the decoding network, firstly the original input signal will be splitted into a sequence of segments. Each segment goes through the same EEGnet subpart for extracting frequency and spatial features. The sequence of signal segments is transformed to a sequence of CNN features. As EEG has the temporal nonstationarity, above the CNN feature sequence we use RNN to deal with the non-stationarity and further capture temporal features of the CNN feature sequence. We emplied a one-layer one-directional LSTM-cell RNN layer to achieve the modified EEG feature extraction method.
C. subpart:CTC
As we mentioned before, if the goal is constructing BCI based on imagined speech brain activity, no sound information will be offered any more otherwise speech recognition have already solved the problem. To decode a sentence from imgined speech EEG, inspired by the work of [13] and [14] whose common ground is employing a structure of combining convolutional recurrent neural network (CRNN) feature extraction with CTC, we introduced CTC to the modified EEG feature extraction method.
As RNN can only be trained to make a series of independent label classificaitons. In the sequence labelling task, CTC is proposed to transform RNN's outputs into the final label sequence [15] .
Assume the CNN feature sequence x has the shape (R m )
T and the corresponding sequence label l has the shape L * . R mT means T R m vectors, L means the alphabet of labels and * means variable length.
CTC needs adding a blank label to the original alphabet to form L = L ∪ {blank}. Represents the output sequence of RNN as y = N (x) = (R n ) T , where n = |L |. y t k means observing label k at time t. Then a path in the output of RNN can be represented as :
Under the help of , i.e. blank label, and a mapping function
CTC can compute the final sequence label from RNN outputs:
When training the decoding model, the loss function over training dataset S is as follows:
As the loss function focuses on the final sequence label and doesn't care about what label each input segment corresponds to, the incorporation of CTC avoids the reliance on sound information or segment labels.
III. EXPERIMENTS
As we can't find a dataset of sentence-level imagined speech EEG and limited to the performance of the equipment at hand, we synthesized sentence-level imagined speech EEG based on a dataset of imagined vowel EEG classification task.
A. imagined vowel dataset
The imagined vowel dataset comes from [8] . The dataset includes two classes of imagined vowels, i.e. /a/ and /u/, and a rest state which means imagining nothing. The purpose of the dataset is to classify between every two different classes of vowel imagination EEG signal. For three different classes of imgined vowels, there are three classficaitons, /a/-/u/, /a/-rest and /u/-rest.
For each classification, there are 100 samples with each class 50 samples. In each classfication, the samples have been processed by the common spatial pattern (CSP) mehtod [6] , so each sample has 4 channels which are related to the classification. For each class in each classification, we used only the 30 training samples of 50 samples.
To prepare for the synthesis, we processed the samples into three sets of samples. For the /a/ set, we choosed the 30 training samples from classification /a/-/u/ and 30 training samples from classification /a/-rest. We concatenated samples from the two groups in order in the channel dimension to form 30 samples of /a/ with 8 channels. The same process was applied to /u/ and rest class.
B. synthetic sentence-level imgined speech data
A sentence can be composed of a series of phone elements, so the idea is to concatenate a series of vowels to imitate a sentence. We now have three sets of imagined vowel EEG signal segments including /a/, /u/ and rest.
Firstly, a random sequence label is generated. As phone elements in a sentence last for different time. Secondly, each element in the generated sequnece label is extended randomly. Thirdly, to enhance the randomness of generated signal, for every element in the extended sequence label we choose from its corresponding samples set a signal segment. After concatenating all the randomly chosen signal segments in the temporal dimension and smooth filtering, a signal imitating sentencelevel imagined speech EEG is generated. The procedure of the synthesis is shown in Fig.2 .
The synthetic EEG data and the unextended sequence labels are considered as input EEG data and corresponding sequence labels for training the decoding model.
C. scheme of model training
Before the training, a set of test imagined speech smaples and corresponding sequence labels are generated. Before every iteration of training, 128 training samples and labels are generated. Test dataset is evaluated every 100 training iterations.
D. evaluation
The decoding model outputs the sequence label h(x) with maximum probability through greedy algorithms or dynamic programming.
The decoding performance of the model is indicated by the character-level edit distance [16] over test set:
where ED(x, y) means the edit distance between two sequence labels and S is the test dataset.
IV. RESULTS

A. training results
After around 200 iterations of training, the decoding model converges over test dataset. Evaluation results over test dataset after 0, 100 and 200 iterations can be seen in table.II. The character-level edit distance reduces to around 0 after 200 iteration. That means the trained model can almost completely give out what sequence labels the test dataset has. Fig. 2 . The procedure of synthesizing sentence-level imagined peech EEG. Sequence label is generated randomly and extended randomly. According to each element in extended sequence label, a corresponding signal segment is chosen randomly. A final smooth filtering is applied to make the synthetic data more real.
B. decoding performance
When evaluating model on the test dataset, the first 20 decoded sequence labels and the corresponding real sequence labels are also printed for evaluating the decoding performance subjectively. The decoding performance over 20 test sampless after 200 iterations is shown in Fig.3 . In Fig.3 , the upper part is the decoded results of trained model over 20 test samples and the lower part is the real sequence labels of the same samples. At the end of the decoded results, there are some extra 0 used to align the format.
V. DISCUSSION The goal of the research is to verify the feasibiliyt of constructing BCI based on imagined speech EEG decoding. The results demonstrate that sentence-level semantic information can be decoded from EEG directly through a decoding network. If the imagined sentences can be recognized by the BCI, combining with natural language processing will result in BCI with plenty of instructions and diverse abilities.
Previous researches about imgined speech decoding have the problems of not decoding sentence-level informaiton or demanding sound information to help split and label EEG segments. The model used in this paper can decode sentencelevel semantic information and avoid the reliance on sound information by incorporating CTC.
Though the results demostrate that the decoding model can give out sequence labels of test dataset, the model was tested only on the synthetic data. Further verfications demand experiments on real imagined speech data and the data should be recorded more accurately on the Broca or Wernicke areas in the form of electrocorticography (ECoG). The combination with natural language processing should also be considered to verify the construction of useful BCI.
VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
In this paper, considering the problem of limited BCI instructions, we want to verify the feasibility of constructing BCI based on imagined speech brain signal decoding. We modified a EEG feature extraction structure to extract temporal, frequency and spatial features of EEG signal. Combining the modified feature extraction method with CTC, we constructed a decoding network for decoding stentence-level information and avoiding the reliance on sound information or segment labels. Experiments on synthetic imagined speech data were carried out to verify the performance of the decoding network. The results to a certain extent illustrate the feasibility of constructing BCI based on imagined speech decoding.
To further verify the feasibility, accurate real imagined speech brain signal should be recorded and verified. To construct useful BCI, the researches on combination with natural language processing should also be considered.
